This paper aims to compare the performance of two control schemes viz. hard switched and phase shifted control scheme for full bridge DC-DC converter used in photovoltaic application .The proposed converters are designed for 650W photovoltaic input power. Voltage and current waveforms at various test points like across IGBT, transformer primary and secondary, output etc. are compared and results are presented. From results it can be seen that in phase shift control simultaneous transition of voltage across IGBT and current through IGBT is avoided hence reduction in switching losses , dv/dt, di/dt effects and EMI effects can be achieved. At higher switching frequencies phase shift control scheme is meritorious over hard switched control scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Full bridge DC-DC converters are preferred for medium to large power applications. In hard switched control scheme power switches are switched ON and OFF instantaneously creating RF noise, di/dt and dv/dt effects, due to hard switching life time of power switches decreases. Higher power device operating frequency reduces size of magnetic devices like transformer, inductor etc. Therefore now-a-days research is focused on use of higher operating frequency to obtain size reduction. However use of higher frequency creates issues like higher RF noise, EMI, switching losses, lowered reliability of power devices etc. Therefore soft switched control scheme has attracted researchers to operate devices on higher frequency. References [1] - [6] presented here focus on information and design aspects of soft switching converters while [7] - [11] focus on reliability issues of semiconductor power switches and power processing circuitry. J.A.Sabate et al presented detail operation, design procedure, equations and loss analysis of ZVS full bridge DC-DC converter in [1] . In ZVS phase shift is introduced between two legs hence the switch capacitance get discharged through leakage inductance, first antiparallel diode conducts and then power switch conducts. According to authors ZVS provides several advantages like lowered switching losses, less device stress, absence of snubbers and at higher switching frequency higher power and efficiency can also be obtained. Reference [2] deals with design and analysis of power conditioning system between fuel cell and utility line. Design considerations, operation, analysis, simulation and experimental results for soft switching DC-DC converters are presented here in detail. Considering the need of higher voltage gain converters for PV applications Jiang et al [3] have developed a 100 W phase shifted full bridge DC-DC converter in which voltage doubler is added to the converter. External inductor and transformer provides ZVS, 93 % efficiency is obtained here. A soft switched multi-phase boost converter is proposed in [4] to focus on problems like life time increment of PV array and improvement in system efficiency. The MPPT scheme presented here is able to track multiple peaks. Reduction in ripple contents and in switching losses is observed here. Reference [5] deals with soft switching technique which is based on secondary side LC resonant principle. In ref. [6] coaxial and planar high frequency power transformers for converters in PV systems are described. Flux and eddy current analysis is done here by using FEM method. Power semiconductor switch failures effects, their diagnosis schemes and existing fault tolerant schemes are discussed in ref. [7] . Yang et al carried out an industrial survey [8] and found that power switches are very brittle and troublesome components in the converters used for industrial applications. In ref.
[9] a model based scheme is presented for detection of open circuit power switch faults in full bridge DC-DC converters. References [10] - [11] present reliability oriented assessment of converters and power processing stages in photovoltaic applications.
The aim of this paper is to simulate and compare full bridge DC-DC converters with hard switching and soft switching control schemes. The converter is designed for photovoltaic application. Figure 1A and 1B shows topologies for hard switched and phase shifted full bridge DC-DC converter. Leakage inductance shown in fig. 1B is internally adjusted in transformer. In hard switched full bridge DC-DC converter transformer with zero leakage inductance is required. 
TOPOLOGY COMPARISON
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this experiment simulation models of hard and phase shifted full bridge DC-DC converters are created in SimPowerSystems toolbox of MATLAB 2013b and performance of both is assessed. Here IGBTs are used and soft switching is achieved by means of device capacitance and leakage inductance of transformer. Figure 3A and 3B shows the waveforms obtained at primary and secondary of transformer. In hard switched converter transformer primary voltage, current and secondary voltage, current are in phase i.e. switching takes place instantaneously. In phase shifted converter such instantaneous switching is absent.
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Figures 4A and 4B shows voltage across IGBT and current through IGBT.
Figure 4-Voltage across IGBT and current through IGBT Q1 a) hard switching and b) phase shifted converter
From fig. 4A and 4B it is clear that in hard switched topology voltage and current instantaneously changes in IGBT while in phase shifted topology instantaneous changes in voltage and current are absent. This is ZVS scheme in which voltage across IGBT reduces to zero before application of gate pulse. Current passing through IGBT is also delayed. It can be seen that simultaneous switching of voltage and current waveforms has been avoided here. Thus reduction in EMI, reduction in switching losses and improvement in reliability aspects can be obtained in phase shift controlled topology. Figure 5A and 5B shows output voltage and current waveforms of both topologies. Transformer with correct leakage inductance should be designed. References [13] - [14] deal with transformer design issues.
CONCLUSION
Simulation results have shown that in phase shift converters simultaneous voltage and current transients in IGBT is avoided , further it softly switches the state hence it works in SOA. Thus at higher switching frequencies where size of magnetic components like transformer and inductor reduces greatly it is feasible to use phase shift control scheme. This will also reduce switching losses and EMI effect at higher frequencies. This will be helpful in reliability improvement of power switch.
Results have shown that lowered output voltage and current are the demerits of phase shift control scheme.
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